REPORT: School Board

Oct. 23, 1989

Board members will be notified by the district of such extraordinary events as major disruptions of the school day, crisis plan situations, student/staff hospitalization, threats to buildings, involvement of law enforcement officials, bus accidents, school closings, significant vandalism. A board member explained that sometimes there were calls from parents about events that could not be responded to because members had not been informed.

After much discussion and dialogue with Coach Dick Bessel, a cross country field trip request was approved 7-0. Eleven students will be attending a meet in New York City in November. Mr. Bessel stated that all those who wanted to go would be able to do so.

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

Middle school math coordinator Al Wukovits reported on the results of a K-8 math survey he had conducted which included comments and suggestions about ways to "improve an already good program." Mentioned in the report was the fact...